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A paradigm-shifting diet publication that explains why one-size-fits-all
diets don't function and helps readers customize their diet to lose
excess weight and improve wellness. There are certain stuff we take as
common truths when it comes to dieting and health: kale is great; In a
single stroke, they produced all universal diet plans obsolete. Until
now. When Drs. They had proved that individuals react differently to the
same foods-a food that might be healthy for just one person is unhealthy
for another. Segal and Elinav published their groundbreaking study on
personalized diet, it created a media frenzy. ice cream is bad. THE
PERSONALIZED Diet plan helps readers understand the fascinating science
behind their work, gives them the various tools to generate an
individualized diet and lifestyle plan (predicated on their reactions to
preferred foods) and places them on the path to losing weight, feeling
great, and avoiding disease by consuming in the way that is right for
them.
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It's about YOU This book is empowering. In case you are a person who
provides struggled with fat, with blood sugar issues, with fatigue and
additional fundamental medical issues, this book may be your street map
to health. Buy this book right now, know the truth.I want to explain
what this book is not: it’s not a list of foods to consume. It’s not a
group of recipes. freeway to a good healthy life superhighway to health
Five Stars good nutritional read Excellent book, sometimes if its main
message could easily . The reserve goes explodes the cultural myths
we’ve developed about nutrition and what's best for ‘everyone’ to
consume.They do construct a self-verification method of blood levels
finally, by the end of their book, to greatly help attempt finding out
which foods specifically result in blood level spikes for every
individual, hence threat of future associated health risks. But you CAN
know what foods are optimum for you. And, the data you collect about
yourself will explain a lot about why ‘XYZ diet plans’ didn’t do the job
previously. The research of you. This is about you – not really somebody
else.It will take some work on your part, nonetheless it will be
worthwhile. The authors construct the program, (backed by their research
results). The reseachers have published their results in prestigious,
respected, scientific, peer-examined journals such as Nature and Cell.
BG monitors are inexpensive currently, and can be found at big box
shops, ordered on-line, etc. It’s most of your testing tool, and worth
it. Plus doing your own testing will be therefore illuminating you might
just be able to avoid the big D (diabetes) by following a program.
Recommended, regardless of the constant aforementioned repetitions
Interesting, (some may say interesting) scientific results produced from
mostly mouse-based studies and cohorts of topics living in mainly one
country, Israel, wanting to connect the dots between microbiomes and
blood sugar and metabolic syndrome/obesity/diabetes. Your results won’t
match with the Glycemic Index because you are a person. Based on your
own Blood Glucose reactions to foods you normally consume, you will
clearly see what foods the body handles perfectly and what foods your
body handles badly.e. It’s not a simple procedure, but this book that
are the best investment you’ll ever make within your own health. The
narrator repeats ad-nauseum that no two people are alike with regards to
dieting or post-prandial blood sugar response (post-meal blood sugar)
and that universal diet plan suggestions are destined for failure for
this reason.Using the information in this book you are essentially
running an experiment of one. If done correctly, after a week or two of
charting what you eat, you’ll have an abundance of information about
your personal body reactions to meals. You now have the various tools
and data to essentially prove what works best for the body, not what
works best for the rest of the world. It won’t end up like anyone else’s
diet. Great premise, limited execution I've high hopes because of this
book. Excellent book, even if its primary message could easily fit into
a post. I am seeing some interesting correlations, and for that reason,



I am happy I read the publication. But, there is quite little practical
assistance in this book that's of use. The rest of the publication is
repetitive and includes long and drawn out case studies that usually do
not support you in finding your individualized diet plan. The authors
offer very little in terms of assistance re: decreasing blood sugar
levels other than what's already published (i. After that you can choose
modify your own eating plan to include the perfect foods and either
reduce or get rid of the foods the body handles badly. walk after meals,
lose weight). This book is a great description of why they perfored
their study and explanation of a few of their results, but really is not
really a comprehensive guide with their recommendations for how to
incorporate a personalized diet into my way of life. An when I state
"page'' that's exactly what After all - 1 page of helpful info.You'll be
vastly surprised at what foods carry out and does not provoke blood
sugar spikes. You basically make use of a blood glucose monitor to check
your personal reactions to what you eat in a methodical style.Extremely
repetitious though. It'll be YOUR eating strategy, based on your own
data. We get it already no need to do it again it again and again and
over... There is absolutely no Universal Diet.Recommended, regardless of
the constant aforementioned repetitions. Amazing This book is amazing if
you are searching for a more scientific method of diate. I an therefore
looking forward to using the method. instead you discover ways to find
out what diet is most effective for you. Missing important aspect of
balancing microbiome with probiotics. This an excellent book, it’s
disappointing that he didn't test the probiotic. There are millions of
people using them. I gave 4 stars rather than 5 because there is a fair
amount of repetition of the primary theme. A little repetitious in the
1st half. End searching, you found it! Something similar to this should
be required reading for everyone! Great information that should be
required reading. The complete first half of the publication is packed
with studies and tales of the idea that different foods impact different
people differently. The next half is the instructional portion that
tells you how exactly to determine which foods are great/bad for your
unique body. This book is a well-researched, right down to earth
explanation of how different foods can affect different people
differently predicated on their genetics and microbiome. This book is
incredible. If you are prepared to take your individual health into your
very own hands RIGHT NOW, this is it. I read this fascinating book in
less than a day and instantly begun to apply the solid scientific
concepts to my own health and fitness. Great Read! No more guessing, I
UNDERSTAND what works today and can back again it up with in as soon as
science. So thankful because of this critically important body of work,
can't wait to see what's next out of this amazing team! In case you are
the individual for whom all diets fail, one that usually gets the
incorrect results when everyone else is seeing success in modifying
their diet plans and lifestyles, this reserve gives you the various



tools to reconstruct YOUR own diet plan based on data gathered from your
own body. only one page in the complete book is helpful The premise of
the book is good - everyone requires a personalized diet. After that,
the book is a total failing. I waded through 300 webpages to get the
only web page in the reserve that was any help was the one that
explained how and when to take your blood glucose reading. Had been they
to increase the previous few chapters of the reserve or offer some sort
of online training or implementation program, the dietary plan plan
would be easier adopted by those who are not their study subjects. Their
associated monitoring app is useless, therefore i cannot avail myself of
their promised "scores" re: what foods are bad and the good for my
personal blood sugar levels (most of the foods I frequently consume are
not found in their database and simply adding my blood sugar and meal
times alone doesn't provide me any needed details). There are also many
complaints about the authors internet site and blood test. I feel like
all the doorways possess finally been unlocked, there are forget about
mysteries to my very own nutrition plan. Written fabulously,
surprisingly simple to understand though very informative a complete of
great insights. In fact changed the way I look at my Diet. started
monitoring the different influence of every meals on myself. It’s a
reserve about the technology of personalizing nutrition to get YOUR
optimum health. People looking for the most recent miracle diet will be
disappointed;. The premise makes perfect sense if you ask me and I am
attempting my hardest to follow the guidelines the authors set out for
screening my blood sugar in conjunction with every meal I consume.. As i
was reading i already had a dropped of healthy foods in my diet that i
believe are problematic for my own body. Haven't tried their app, or
doing my own blood sugar measurements, yet.
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